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Disciplined 
Agile 

Certifications



Audience

Disciplined Agile Scrum Master (DASM) & 

Disciplined Agile Senior Scrum Master (DASSM) 

courses are for people who:

Ÿ Are new to agile - or - 

Ÿ have taken some agile training in the past but 

may not have had the opportunity to apply what 

they've learned in practice - or - 

Ÿ Wish to gain a detailed understanding of how 

agile works from the team to the enterprise level 

- or - 

Ÿ Want to hone their existing Scrum Master skills

Disciplined Agile
Ÿ DA toolkit is the world’s only comprehensive agile body of knowledge (BOK) that provides 

straightforward and practical guidance to help individuals, teams and enterprises choose 

their “Way of Working” in a context-specific way

Ÿ Key principles of DA include customer centricity, being pragmatic rather than purist, 

providing a range of agile and lean options, applying context-based practices, and 

optimizing flow across the entire enterprise. Business agility is core to the value 

proposition of the Disciplined Agile 

Ÿ Applying the DA toolkit allows organizations to customize any method or framework -

such as traditional, Scrum, or SAFe – to drive outcomes that differentiate them from their 

competitors

Ÿ Teams can use any of the life cycles such as Agile Scrum, Lean, Continuous Delivery 

Agile, Continuous Delivery Lean, Lean start up, Program and DA FLEX. FLEX approach 

is an industry leading agile approach based on Lean-Thinking and patterns that improves 

an organization’s ability to achieve business agility

Ÿ Teams can apply Guided Continuous Improvement (GCI) strategy to evolve their 

WoW to become more effective over time



Certifications

Why DA Certifications?

Disciplined Agile promotes a principled, Shu-ha-ri strategy via five distinct 

designations. 

We start by building a strong foundation (Shu - learn). As your knowledge deepens 

you progress to a stage where you can demonstrate a deeper understanding of the 

range of strategies available to you (Ha-reflect). Finally, once you’ve achieved a 

proficiency (Ri – transcend) of disciplined agile, you can extend and improve upon 

disciplined agile techniques by sharing your learnings with others.

Reasons for Attaining a Disciplined Agile Certification

Ÿ Increase your knowledge. DA certification requires a comprehensive 

understanding of Disciplined Agile Delivery, which in turn describes how all 

aspects of agile principles and practices fit together in an enterprise-class 

environment.

Ÿ Demonstrate your professionalism. DA certification indicates to employers your 

dedication to improving your knowledge and skills.

Ÿ Advance your career. As you demonstrate your increased knowledge base and 

leadership, DA certification can help you attain that new position or role.



Disciplined Agile Scrum Master (DASM) Certification

Disciplined Agile Scrum Master (DASM)  - Course Description

Is your team treading water using waterfall? Do you feel trapped in an agile framework? Would you 
like to find solutions to the problems you’ve been wrestling with? Are you looking for ways to 
enhance your team’s agility? 

Break free from your old ways by choosing a way of working that fits your team’s context. Find 
strategies to improve your processes and strengthen your team with the Disciplined Agile tool kit. 

Disciplined Agile Scrum Master is a nine-lesson, instructor-led course that shows you how to use 
Disciplined Agile (DA) to improve your team’s way of working. In just two days, you’ll become 
familiar with foundational agile and lean practices that DA supports, practice using the tool kit to 
solve problems, and learn how to build high-performance teams. 

Filled with activities, animations, supplemental reading, and more, this course will prepare you to 
take the Disciplined Agile Scrum Master (DASM) exam and, equally important, start using 
Disciplined Agile immediately

Requirements:

Ÿ No agile experience is required – this is introductory training and certification built to educate 
you on agile and lean fundamentals and the Disciplined Agile tool kit with skills to immediately 
apply what you have learned. 

Ÿ 2-day training from ATP -  Infocareer Pvt. Ltd.

With Training & certification , you will 

• Understand the Disciplined Agile mind set and its underlying principles, such as pragmatism, 
 the power of choice and adapting to context.

• Learn about the fundamentals of agile and lean, and how to use both approaches effectively.

• Explore multiple leading agile and lean approaches like Scrum, Kanban, SAFe® and more.

• Understand how to put these strategies into action on your agile team and ensure effective 
 implementation.

• Learn how to apply the Disciplined Agile tool kit to discover the best way of working (WoW) for 
 you and your agile team in your unique situation.

DASM Learning Objectives

• Foundation of Agile -  Techniques and ceremonies 
• Lean – Eliminate Waste, Build quality, Respect people,  Quicker value delivery, 
 Standard work
• DA Principles & how they are core to & what sets DA apart from other agile frameworks
• Business Agility – Core Value proposition to DA
• DA Overview –  DA Mindset, Process Blades (Onion Diagram ) , Phases , Life cycles, 
 Goal Diagrams
• People & Roles 
• Tactical Agility & Choose your Way of Working (WoW) – Context Analysis Spider 
 diagram , 5 step process - Life cycle selection, Process Tailoring & Choosing WoW
• Team working together  (Respect people – Lean principle) 
• Recognize when to be resilient 

 Take the DASM exam within 30 days and earn valuable, credible certification. 
Your exam fee (one attempt) is included in the Course fee. You also get 14 PDUs for this course.



Disciplined Agile Senior Scrum Master (DASSM) Certification
Disciplined Agile Senior Scrum Master (DASSM) - Course Description 

Do you want to take Disciplined Agile to a new level? Are you looking for tools to solve complex 
problems and enhance your organization’s agility? Do you want to learn how to lead your team to 
excellence? 

Expand your knowledge and build practical skills around Disciplined Agile, business agility, leadership, 
and team development. 

Disciplined Agile Senior Scrum Master is a nine-lesson, instructor-led course that shows you how to use 
the Disciplined Agile tool kit to solve a variety advanced problems, work with allies within your 
organization, and optimize how teams work. You will gain knowledge in planning, reporting, and metrics, 
and coordinating activities, as well as how to meet challenges in these areas. And you’ll develop the 
skills you need to foster emotional intelligence, resolve conflicts, and lead high-performance teams at 
any stage of development. 

Filled with activities, supplemental reading, and more, this course will prepare you to take the 
Disciplined Agile Senior Scrum Master (DASSM) exam and, equally important, start using Disciplined 
Agile immediately within your leadership role.

Requirements:
Ÿ Two years of experience working on an agile team in a leadership role, like DA scrum master, scrum 

master, product owner, architecture owner, etc. 

Ÿ 2-day training from ATP - Infocareer Pvt. Ltd.

• Accelerate your ability to lead high-profile initiatives that are critical to enterprise success. 

• Take a deep dive into the  Disciplined Agile tool kit to develop a comprehensive understanding 
 of the hundreds of practices and strategies it contains and the trade-offs of applying them.

• Apply the Disciplined Agile tool kit in hands-on exercises to guide your team in choosing and 
 evolving your best way of working (WoW) in real-life situations.

• Use the tool kit to solve complex challenges commonly encountered in development and 
 operational teams, the value stream, and at the enterprise level.

• Learn how to design and implement metrics that measure your improvements in areas where 
 your teams are struggling.

• Understand how to nurture emotional intelligence.

• Feel confident empowering others on your team(s).

• Learn how to lead your teams in any situation to improve value delivery for your customers.

• Apply the Disciplined Agile tool kit to guide your team in choosing and evolving the best way of 
 working (WoW) in the situation you face.

DASSM Learning Objectives
• Introduction
• DASSM – Roles and Responsibilities 
• Tuckman Team Development Model
• Team decision making & Problem solving
• Emotional Intelligence ( Essential to Team performance )
• Achieving Resilience 
• Business Agility 
• Context Analysis using Spider chart 
• Disciplined DevOps Layer – How to use DA toolkit to optimize, resolve challenges 
• Test first development – how it relates to Continuous delivery 
• Value stream Layer -  How to use DA toolkit to optimize value stream, resolve challenges 
• Coordinate activities – Process goal 
• Flow – How to use DA tool kit to optimize the flow of work 
• Conflict resolution – Thomas-Kilmann Conflict resolution model 
• Planning –  DA planning role, Five levels of scope, concept of sufficient planning, Release planning, 
 JIT planning, Plan your work - Decision point, Forecasting release dates
• Metrics  - Team approach, Organization approach, Measurements , GQM, OKRs, 
 Govern Delivery Team- Process goal

 Take the DASSM exam within 30 days and earn valuable, credible certification. 
Your exam fee (one attempt) is included in the Course fee. You also get 14 PDUs for this course.

With Training & certification , you will 



Why Infocareer
Ÿ Infocareer is founded in 2007 and is a global REP of PMI over 13 years

Ÿ Now Authorized Training Partner (ATP) of PMI

Ÿ Leader in PMI's certification training such as PMP®, PgMP®, PMI-ACP®, DASM®, DASSM® 
and other PMI certifications

Ÿ Already completed multiple batches of CDA (DASM) and DALSM (DASSM) with 100% pass 
percentage since August 2020

Ÿ We offer Disciplined Agile training by Certified Disciplined Agile Instructors (CDAIs) 

Ÿ We have over 50+ corporate clients across industry verticals

Ÿ We have trained over 10000 professionals 

Ÿ Being a consulting, Advisory and Training organization, we are involved in Agile transformation in 
many organizations in addition to Project / Program management consulting 

Ÿ We have our own Learning platform ICLeaF – Infocareer Learning and Assessment Framework 
which is accessible for study materials, lecture presentations, flash cards, practice and mock 
tests

Ÿ We are also global partner for CMMI Institute and Albasim ( a simulation tool which is widely 
used in project management training programs ). AlbaSim is a research group at the School of 
Business and Engineering Vaud, Switzerland (HEIG-VD)

Infocareer Methodology

Training Duration:
DASM    - 2 Days
DASSM   - 2 Days
(7 Technical PDUs per day)

1st week 2nd & 3rd  week 

Practice tests 
using IC LeaF

Weekly Q&A 
Sessions / 
Performance 
Assessment

Q&A

Training on DA 
using PMI 
standard Training 
kit 

4th week

Appear for 
Certification 
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“There is no one size fits all approach to apply agile approaches to 
projects and product initiatives. That’s why Disciplined Agile 
provides guidance on what strategy to use in any situation to 

increase your chance of success,” 

- Mark Lines, 
Vice President, Disciplined Agile at Project Management Institute.

Trainers’ Profile
Chandrasekaran A  (Chandra)
PMP, PMI-ACP, CDA, DALSM, CDAP, CDAI, CSM, CSP, CRISC, ISMS, ITIL (F), SAFe Agilist,
 
Chandra is the Founder/CEO of Infocareer Pvt. Ltd. Infocareer is a global REP of PMI over 

13 years and now an Authorized Training Partner (ATP) of PMI. He has over 30 years of Project, 

Program management and Agile experience across industry verticals such as Software / 

IT services, Power, Oil & Gas, Auto & Construction . Prolific speaker in national and international 

forums. Chandra was a Member of PMI's REP Member Advisory Group and he is  member of PMI 

Educational Foundation, Community Engagement Committee. Chandra is a Certified Disciplined 

Agile Instructor (CDAI) from PMI, to teach various Disciplined Agile training programs.

K.S.Subramanian (KSS)
CDA, DALSM, CDAP, CDAI, PMP
 
KSS has over 30 years of experience in the Software / product development in leading 

organizations in ERP and BFSI domains. He has handled several large accounts across 

geographies and hands-on experience in Project / Program management and Agile. 

Over the last four years he has been training professionals towards certifications such as PMP®, 

PgMP® and PMI-ACP® . He is involved in consulting and mentoring in Project / Program 

management and Agile.

KSS is a certified Disciplined Agile Instructor (CDAI) from PMI , to teach various 

Disciplined Agile training programs.
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